Variations in near-saturated hydraulic conductivity of arable mineral topsoils in south-western and central-eastern Finland
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Soil hydraulic properties play an important role in determining the level of crop productivity and the extent of environmental loading. Consequently, measurement of near-saturated soil hydraulic conductivity ($K(h)$) by tension infiltrometer (TI) is an interesting technique. To provide reference values for near-saturated $K(h)$ in arable mineral topsoils of Finland and to investigate variability in these values caused by tillage, antecedent soil moisture content and earthworm burrows, field measurements were conducted in south-western and central-eastern Finland using the TI technique, at supply pressure head –6, –3, and –1 cm. The range of near-saturated $K(h)$ values obtained was 0.02–12.6 mm h$^{-1}$ at –6 cm, 0.30–85.9 mm h$^{-1}$ at –3 cm, and 2.55–250 mm h$^{-1}$ at –1 cm. At –6 cm pressure head, clay soils tended to show lower values than coarser-structured soils, but the order was reversed at –1 cm. The spatial variation in near-saturated $K(h)$ was moderate and was exceeded by the temporal variation.
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Introduction

The flow of water into and within soil governs several critical ecosystem functions, including soil moisture storage, groundwater recharge, regulation of gas flows, and transport of solutes and particulate materials (e.g. Nielsen et al. 1986, Adhikari and Hartemink 2016). In land under agricultural use, soil hydraulic properties thus play a major role in determining both the level of crop productivity and the extent of environmental loading. Efficient infiltration of precipitation or irrigation into soil prevents surface runoff and erosion, and ensures an adequate supply of water and nutrients to plants (Gray and Norum 1967). On the other hand, preferential flow via macropores reduces the filtering and buffering functions of the soil matrix and may promote subsurface leaching of nutrients and contaminants through field drains (Beven and Germann 2013). Thus in soil quality assessment schemes, a measure of water infiltration rate is frequently included among the selected indicators (Arshad and Martin 2002, Bünemann et al. 2018).

The capacity of a soil for water infiltration, i.e. soil hydraulic conductivity, is generally determined in saturated state (all pores water-filled) by monitoring the flow rate under a constant or falling positive hydraulic head (Angulo-Jaramillo et al. 2016). However, during recent decades, measurements of unsaturated or near-saturated soil hydraulic conductivity by tension infiltrometers (TI) have also been extensively used (Angulo-Jaramillo et al. 2000, Jarvis et al. 2013). In the method, unconfined measurements of infiltration rates are carried out at different negative pressure heads relative to atmospheric pressure applied with minimum disturbance on the same soil surface (Ankeny et al. 1991, Angulo-Jaramillo et al. 2016). A sequence of measurements with increasing water pressure head enables the role of macropores in water infiltration to be evaluated. The measured infiltration rates can be converted to hydraulic conductivity values using Wooding’s theory of infiltration from a circular source (Wooding 1968).

Soil hydraulic conductivity is dynamic by nature, so the spatial and especially temporal variation in measured values may be one order of magnitude or even greater (Elrick and Reynolds 1992, Messing and Jarvis 1993, Hu et al. 2009, Bodner et al. 2013). Soil structure is the principal factor determining flow rates (Kutilek 2004, Bronick and Lal 2005, Alaoui et al. 2011). Total porosity and pore size are both important, as the largest pores are the most conductive in saturated state and the first to empty, thereby becoming barriers to water flow in unsaturated conditions, whereas small pores remain saturated and conductive (Angulo-Jaramillo et al. 2016). Texture is an intrinsic structure-determining property giving rise to different pore sizes in soil (Dexter 2004). In addition, soil organic matter content (Franzluebbers 2002) and any factor or activity that modifies structure, e.g., vegetation (Angers and Caron 1998), tillage (Lipiec et al. 2006, Horel et al. 2015, Pires et al. 2017), compaction due to field traffic (Ankeny et al. 1990, Sandin et al. 2017), changes in moisture causing shrinking, swelling, and slaking (Collis-George and Lal 1971, Lin et al. 1998, Peng et al. 2007), and changes in water repellency (DeBano 1981) influence soil hydraulic conductivity (Bodner et al. 2013, Jarvis et al. 2013).
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There is a global database of TI measurements conducted in field conditions collated by Jarvis et al. (2013). To our knowledge, however, TI measurements have rarely been applied in characterization of the hydraulic properties of arable soils in Finland. Applications to forest soils are also rare (Mecke and Ilvesniemi 1999, Mecke et al. 2000). The objectives of this study were thus to 1) provide reference values for near-saturated hydraulic conductivity (K(h)) in cultivated fine and coarse-textured mineral soils of Finland and 2) to quantify the variation in these values induced by different environmental or management factors. In the study, TI measurements were carried out in south-western and central-eastern Finland, on fields varying in texture, organic matter content, crop species, tillage, and antecedent moisture status. The intention was to provide novel information on near-saturated K(h) in the topsoils of Finland and to constitute a baseline for interpretation and comparison of future measurements, thus facilitating adoption of the technique in future studies. Appropriate data on near-saturated K(h) can also serve in refining pedotransfer functions and in hydrological modeling in general.

Material and methods

Tension infiltrometer measurements

Field measurements of near-saturated K(h) were carried out using four TI devices from Soil Measurement Systems LLC (Huntington Beach, CA, USA), which consist of a 0.2 m diameter porous disk connected to separate water reservoir and bubble towers. Selected infiltration sites were prepared by clipping all vegetation at soil level, after which the soil surface was gently levelled and smoothed with minimum disturbance to the soil surface. To ensure proper hydraulic connection between disk and soil, a thin layer of moist fine sand was applied under the disk, using a retaining ring. The water reservoir base was carefully levelled at the same height as the disk. In fields growing cereals, the disc covered randomly one or two plant rows due to the typical distance of 12.5 cm between drills. A supply pressure head of –6, −3 and −1 cm was applied, in that sequence, at the infiltration surface, unless otherwise stated. At each pressure head, the water level in the reservoir tower was read manually at 15 s to 10 min intervals, depending on the water flow rate, until apparent steady-state infiltration was reached. The duration of the experiment varied from 5 min to 3 h such that longer measurement times were required in clay than in coarser soils. The measurement time also decreased with increasing supply pressure head. At low infiltration rates, the accuracy of measurement was improved by increasing the water level drop, by placing a solid plastic cylinder of 2 cm diameter inside the water reservoir. The water reservoir tower was refilled with tap water between supply pressure head increments.

The near-saturated K(h) at each pressure head was calculated from the measured successive steady-state infiltration rates, using the method detailed by Ankeny et al. (1991) and Reynolds and Elrick (1991). This method is based on Wooding's theory of unconfined infiltration from a circular source, which assumes homogeneous, isotropic, and uniformly unsaturated soil. The contribution of pores larger than 1 mm in diameter to field saturated hydraulic conductivity (K_{fs}), i.e. macropore flow (%), was calculated as (Watson and Luxmoore 1986):

\[ \varphi_M = \frac{K_{fs} - K(-3)}{K_{fs}} \]

The K_{fs} values were obtained by extrapolating to zero supply pressure head (see e.g. Jarvis and Messing 1995) using Gardner’s (1958) exponential hydraulic conductivity function.

Field sites

Data on soil near-saturated K(h) were collected between May and October in three consecutive years (2016–2018) at research stations of the Natural Resources Institute Finland (Luke) in Jokioinen in south-western Finland (60°48’N, 23°28’E) and Maaninka in central-eastern Finland (63°8’N, 27°18’E). The measurements were conducted on fine and coarser-textured cultivated soils under cereals (barley, oat, wheat) and perennial grasses (a mixture of timothy and meadow fescue) (Table S1) and also in set-aside fields established in 2003 with different seed mixtures (Hyvönen and Huusela-Veistola 2011). In Maaninka, the fields under cereal production are tilled conventionally, typically by ploughing to around 20 cm depth in autumn and harrowing and sowing cereals in spring, whereas in Jokioinen, reduced tillage is the common soil management practice. Leys are typically ploughed down and re-sown every four years, in a cereal cover crop.
Agricultural soils in the Jokioinen region are dominated by fine-textured mineral soils typical for the south-western Finland, whereas coarser-textured mineral soils dominate in the Maaninka region (Lemola et al. 2018). At 0–20 cm depth, the soil type at the selected study sites ranged from clay to loamy sand, with a content of 0–78% clay, 16–70% silt, and 3–71% fine sand (size classes < 2.0, 2.0–60, and >60 µm, respectively) (Table S1). Organic carbon content in the 0–10 cm soil layer ranged from 2.0 to 8.3 % and dry bulk density from 0.9 to 1.5 g cm$^{-3}$. In Finland, the fine clay fraction generally consists of illite, chlorite, smectite, vermiculite, and amorphous material, while the content of feldspar and quartz increases with increasing particle size (Sippola 1974).

Weather conditions

Meteorological data on e.g. air temperature (°C) and precipitation (mm) were obtained from the Finnish Meteorological Institute’s observation stations located at Jokioinen and Maaninka (Finnish Meteorological Institute 2019). Long-term averages for the normal meteorological period 1981–2010 were obtained from Pirinen et al. (2012). During the study period 2016–2018, mean annual temperature exceeded the long-term average (Jokioinen 4.6 °C, Maaninka 3.2 °C) by 0.6–1.3 °C (Fig. 1). The growing season lasted from late-April/mid-May to October, with effective temperature sum (degree days > +5 °C) ranging from 1183 to 1725 °C in Jokioinen and from 1073 to 1617 °C in Maaninka.

Mean annual precipitation in 2016, 2017, and 2018 was 536, 657, and 437 mm, respectively, in Jokioinen and 544, 623, and 512 mm, respectively, in Maaninka. In 2016 and 2018, annual precipitation was 15–30% lower than the long-term average in Jokioinen and 11–16% lower in Maaninka, whereas in 2017 it was slightly higher at both sites (Fig. 2). The growing season of 2017 was rainy and wet especially in Jokioinen, whereas the growing season of 2016 and 2018 was generally characterized by dryer conditions.
Data collection

General level of near-saturated K(h)

Measurements of near-saturated K(h) were carried out in a total of 20 field plots, some of which were visited several times (see Table S1). The dataset was compiled to reveal the range of spatial and temporal variation between and within the fields at the experimental stations. To allow the influence of tillage systems, antecedent soil moisture content and earthworm burrows on the observed variation in near-saturated K(h) to be estimated, specific set-ups described in detail below were included in the measurement scheme. Overall, the study comprised 60 measurement events covering 169–196 individual replicates at each of the pressure heads applied.

Spatial variability in near-saturated K(h) within fields

Spatial variability within each field plot was assessed by means of coefficient of variation (CV) calculated from measurements conducted either simultaneously or over a few successive days under similar conditions. In each field, at least three replicate measurement sites were established within a radius of 10 m. The final dataset encompassed within-field CV for 44 measurement events.

Effects of tillage systems on soil near-saturated K(h)

The effect of tillage on near-saturated K(h) was examined in Kotkanoja leaching field at Jokioinen (Turtola et al. 2007). The soil at the field site is classified as a Protovertic Luvisol (Clayic, Cutanic) and its topsoil clay content ranges from 50 to 60% (Uusitalo et al. 2018). The measurements reported here were performed in summer 2017 and 2018 in a no-till plot (KO B) and a ploughed plot (KO C) (Table S1). Following a six-year period of grass ley, spring cereals have been grown in both plots since autumn 2008. Plot KO C is autumn-ploughed annually and harrowed in May for seedbed preparation. Full details of the management regime for the Kotkanoja field can be found in Uusitalo et al. (2018). Measurements were performed four times (with four replicates) in both 2017 and 2018 except in plot KO C, which was ploughed on the last measurement occasion in 2018. In both years, the first measurement was made after sowing in late May, followed by measurements in the second half of June, around mid-July, and after harvesting in September. The purpose of these measurements was to compare how contrasting tillage practices affect near-saturated K(h) and its temporal variation.

Fig. 2. Mean monthly precipitation in the study period (2016−2018) and long-term average for the normal period (1981–2010) in Jokioinen and Maaninka
Effects of antecedent soil moisture content on near-saturated $K(h)$

To assess the impact of antecedent soil moisture content on near-saturated $K(h)$ values, sequential measurements were conducted at exactly the same spot on progressively wetter soil during three consecutive days. These measurements were carried out in four field plots (JII and KII at Jokioinen, Pohjoispelto 1 and 2 at Maaninka), with four replicate measurements in each at each wetting stage. For some missing replicates in Pohjoispelto 1 and 2, see Table S1. On the first day, the prevailing soil moisture regime was the starting point. After the measurements, the TI device was removed and the site ($0.75 \times 0.75 \text{ m}$) was gently watered with an amount of tap water corresponding to 20 mm rainfall. On the second day, the fine sand layer constructed under the disk on the first day was carefully restored and the measurements were repeated. Thereafter, the site was watered as after the first measurements. On the third day, the measurement procedure was again repeated. Samples for gravimetric soil moisture content analysis were collected every day at 5-cm intervals to 0–20 cm depth within the watered area at approximately 30 cm distance from the edge of the TI disk, without disturbing the experiment. Gravimetric moisture content was converted to volumetric moisture content measured at each of the field plots. Finally, daily changes in near-saturated $K(h)$ were related to changes in soil moisture content.

Effects of earthworm burrows on near-saturated $K(h)$

The effect of soil structural changes caused by dew worm (*Lumbricus terrestris*) on near-saturated soil hydraulic properties was assessed in the Kotkanoja leaching field. Dew worms were originally absent from this field, but were introduced in 1996 at one end of the field (Nuutinen et al. 2006), from where the population is currently spreading (Nuutinen et al. 2011, Nuutinen et al. 2017). Our TI measurements were carried out close to the field edge where dew worms were first introduced. The measurements were performed at the top of four earthworm middens and at four adjacent control spots without middens. In this set-up, supply pressure head steps of $-4, -3, -2$, and $-1 \text{ cm}$ were used.

Statistical analyses

The general level and spatial variation in near-saturated $K(h)$ were described using the distribution of the data, including simple means, percentiles, and ranges. The effects of antecedent soil moisture content on near-saturated $K(h)$ were assessed qualitatively, due to the limited number of observations.

Statistical analysis of tillage system was based on a repeated measures design with two field plots (KO B, KO C), two years (2017, 2018), four months (May, June, July, September), three supply pressure head values ($-6, -3, -1 \text{ cm}$), and four replicates. A linear mixed model (LMM) with log-transformed hydraulic conductivity was used, with field, year, month, supply pressure head, and all their interactions as fixed effects. Correlations between months and supply pressure head values were taken into account using an UN@AR(1) covariance structure, which specifies the Kronecker product of an unstructured covariance matrix of months and a first-order autoregressive covariance matrix of supply pressure head. The mean estimates in the log scale were back-transformed to the original scale corresponding to the medians on the original scale.

Statistical analysis of earthworm burrows was based on a repeated measures design with two treatments (control, dew worm), four supply pressure heads ($-4, -3, -2, -1 \text{ cm}$), and four replicates. A generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with gamma (with log link) distribution was used, with treatment, supply pressure head, and their interaction as fixed effects. Correlation between supply pressure head values was taken into account using a heterogeneous first-order autoregressive (ARH[1]) covariance structure.

The suitability of the models was studied by residual analysis. LMM was fitted using the residual maximum likelihood (REML) and GLMM using the residual pseudo-likelihood (RSPL) estimation method. The degrees of freedom were calculated using the Kenward-Roger method. The method of Westfall was used for pairwise comparisons of means (Westfall 1997). A significance level of $\alpha=0.05$ was used in all analyses. The analyses were performed using the GLIMMIX procedure in SAS Enterprise Guide 7.15 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).
Results and discussion

The value of near-saturated K(h) determined in arable mineral topsoils of south-western and central-eastern Finland over the three-year study period ranged from 0.02 to 12.6 mm h\(^{-1}\) at −6 cm pressure head, from 0.30 to 85.9 mm h\(^{-1}\) at −3 cm pressure head, and from 2.55 to 250 mm h\(^{-1}\) at −1 cm pressure head (Table 1). Based on previously reported data for a clay soil in Sweden (Messing and Jarvis 1993), silt loam in Austria (Bodner et al. 2013), silty loam in Portugal (Cameira et al. 2003), sandy loam in China (Hu et al. 2009), and silt and sand soils in Pennsylvania U.S. (Zhou et al. 2008), the range of values obtained seems rather typical for mineral soils.

The distribution of near-saturated K(h) values in the clay and coarser-textured soils were largely overlapping (Table 1). However, at −6 cm supply pressure head, the clay soils tended to show lower values than the coarser-structured soils, while at −1 cm supply pressure head the order was reversed. This is in agreement with findings by Jarvis and Messing (1995) and Lin et al. (1997), who attributed the high near-saturated K(h) values of well-structured clay soils at near-zero pressure heads to the significant impact of continuous macropores (pore size >0.5 mm). In coarse-textured soils, the pore size distribution is more uniform than in clays and thus water flows more evenly through various sizes of pores (Lin et al. 1997). Consequently, at supply pressure heads where macropores are not conductive, infiltration rates are greater in coarser- than finer-textured soils.

Table 1. Distribution of near-saturated hydraulic conductivity (K(h)) values measured in 20 field plots at the Jokioinen and Maaninka research stations, 2016–2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply pressure head (h)</th>
<th>K(h) (mm h(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−6 cm</td>
<td>Whole data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clay soils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coarser soils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−3 cm</td>
<td>Whole data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clay soils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coarser soils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−1 cm</td>
<td>Whole data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clay soils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coarser soils</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although macropores occupy only a minor proportion of the soil total porosity, they make a major contribution to low-tension water flow (Jarvis 2007, Lin et al. 1997). In the present study, on average 94 ± 7% and 74 ± 20% of the estimated water flow at K\(_e\) was transmitted through macropores (pore diameter >1 mm) in the clay and coarser-textured soils, respectively. In the study by Lin et al. (1997), the mean contribution of macropores (>0.75 mm) to total water flow was 78% in clays and 49% in sands. High contributions of macropores (>0.5 mm) to water flow have also been reported by Azevedo et al. (1998) and Cameira et al. (2003), whereas in the sandy loam soils investigated by Hu et al. (2009) the contribution remained below 20%.

Hydraulic conductivity is considered to be among the most highly variable inherent soil physical properties, with CV typically exceeding 100% (Warrick and Nielsen 1980). Consequently, the within-field CV values obtained in the present study, ranging between 2 and 141%, can be taken to reflect only moderate spatial heterogeneity (Fig. 3). This probably results from the rather small area explored in each field and from the use of adequate disk size in relation to the spatial variation. Advances in equipment for in situ near-saturated K(h) measurements likely contributed to the moderate degree of variation, by reducing the error in flow rate determination. The CV values in our study are similar to those observed in field conditions by Jarvis and Messing (1995), Shouse and Mohanty (1998), Cameira et al. (2003), and Hu et al. (2009). In the present study, the within-field variation tended to increase with increasing supply pressure head, as also reported by Das Gupta et al. (2006), Hu et al. (2009), Schwen et al. (2011), and Bodner et al. (2013). This can be attributed to variations in the presence of macropores.
Several previous studies have shown the variation in near-saturated \( K(h) \) to be higher in time than in space (e.g. Messing and Jarvis 1993, Zhou et al. 2008, Hu et al. 2009, Bodner et al. 2013). In the present study, temporal variation in near-saturated \( K(h) \) was observed together with the effects of tillage in the Kotkanoja leaching field (Fig. 4). While weather conditions differed quite markedly between the two measurement years (2017, 2018), there were no statistically significant differences between the corresponding measurements in 2017 and 2018, with the exception of supply pressure head \(-1\) cm in the no-till plot in late May. Similar trends in near-saturated \( K(h) \) were observed in both years. In the ploughed plot (KO C), \( K(h) \) declined by roughly one order of magnitude during the growing season at all supply pressure heads applied and the results showed a clear decreasing trend. In almost all cases, the near-saturated \( K(h) \) values obtained on the first measurement occasions (May) differed significantly from those on the last occasions (September 2017 or July 2018), the only exception being for supply pressure head \(-1\) cm in 2018. In the no-till plot (KO B), near-saturated \( K(h) \) did not show a similar decreasing trend, but the values were lower at all pressure heads applied. At all pressure heads, differences between the ploughed and untilled soil were greatest in spring, after seedbed preparation. Due to post-tillage development of soil structure, after the measurements in May the differences between KO B and KO C plots decreased and were statistically significant on only a few occasions (pressure head \(-3\) cm in June 2018, pressure head \(-3\) and \(-6\) cm in September 2017).

Strudley et al. (2008) reviewed the literature on tillage effects on hydraulic conductivity and concluded that published findings on the influence of no-till are inconsistent. They also concluded that the effects of tillage on soil hydraulic properties are greatest immediately after tillage, but diminish rapidly. Our results showed a similar trend.

The change in near-saturated \( K(h) \) over time during the growing season was different for soils under contrasting tillage practices, i.e. the soil structure developed differently after sowing. In previous research, it has generally been noted that recently tilled soils exhibit rapid near-saturated infiltration, before the soil structure is settled by rainfall events (Logston et al. 1993, Miller et al. 1998). Temporal variations in near-saturated \( K(h) \) during the growing season in Sweden have been reported by Messing and Jarvis (1993) and Sandin et al. (2017). Messing and Jarvis performed their measurements in a long-term (16-year-old) tillage experiment with clay soil (clay content 40%). They observed a one order of magnitude decrease in near-saturated \( K(h) \) at the soil surface and attributed this to soil structure breakdown, soil surface sealing, and compaction and mobilization of fine particles caused by raindrop impacts. Sandin et al. (2017) also observed a one order of magnitude decrease in near-saturated \( K(h) \) after sowing and, based on X-ray tomographic imaging of the soil structure, they attributed this to decreasing porosity during the growing season.

Many soil water transport models are based on assumption that soil surface characteristics are not time-dependent. In reality, however, hydraulic properties at the soil surface undergo temporal changes during the growing season.
as tillage and weather conditions modify the soil structure. Hu et al. (2009) reviewed studies conducted under various conditions and found that significant temporal changes in hydraulic properties were reported in most studies. Our results suggest that these changes are more drastic for intensively cultivated soil than for untilled soil.

While it has been claimed that macroporosity and tillage do not follow a trend, but vary with weather conditions and cultivation practices (Logston et al. 1993), our results for the two subsequent years followed a very similar pattern, despite the contrasting weather conditions. The results for the no-till plot, which had been under reduced tillage since 1996 and no-till since 2002 (Uusitalo et al. 2018), suggest that the temporal changes in soil structure in this field differ markedly from those in the annually ploughed field. On the other hand, the structure of tilled soil appeared to settle, so that the differences in near-saturated K(h) vanished in less than one month. While there are no tillage operations to create new topsoil porosity in the no-till soil, other processes such as biological activity, wetting-drying cycles, and root growth in spring may induce development of pore structure during the growing season. However, the temporal variation in near-saturated K(h) in no-till soil was clearly smaller than that in conventionally tilled soil.

Fig. 4. Median estimates of near-saturated hydraulic conductivity (K(h)) measured using different supply pressure head (h: −1, −3, −6 cm) in (left) no-till and (right) autumn-ploughed plots in Kotkanoja leaching field, 2017–2018. Error bars denote 95% confidence interval. Different letters (a, b, c) indicate statistically significant differences between sampling sites (within pressure head and year).
The substudy on the impacts of antecedent soil moisture content on near-saturated $K(h)$ was started on relatively dry topsoil (Fig. 5). The first watering of 20 mm was apparently sufficient to bring the soils close to field capacity, as the second watering increased the volumetric soil moisture content only slightly, if at all.

In clay soils, the increase in the antecedent soil moisture between the first two measurement events clearly increased the infiltration rate (Fig. 6.). This increase was most apparent at $-6$ and $-3$ cm pressure head, but a similar trend could be seen with $-1$ cm. In coarser-textured soils, in contrast, the antecedent soil moisture conditions had no effect on the hydraulic conductivity at $-6$ and $-3$ cm pressure head, while at $-1$ cm the hydraulic conductivity rather tended to decrease as the antecedent soil moisture content increased. Previous studies on the effects of antecedent soil moisture content on water infiltration close to saturation also report contrasting effects (Everts and Kanwar 1993, Lin et al. 1998, Das Kupta et al. 2006, Zhou et al. 2008). For example, Everts and Kanwar (1993), Lin et al. (1998), and Zhou et al. (2008) observed a negative relationship between antecedent soil moisture content and near-saturated water flow due to wetting-induced decrease in soil macroporosity. However, Das Kupta et al. (2006) found that near-saturated $K(h)$ values were positively correlated with antecedent moisture conditions, which they attributed to increased conductivity in structural cracks and macropores due to increase in bridges of water films.

In structurally unstable soils, blocking of macropores may occur due to collapse of aggregates upon wetting (Collis-George and Lal 1971, Le Bissonnais 1996). This effect may explain the decreasing trend in near-saturated $K(h)$ observed at $-1$ cm pressure head in the coarser soils of Maaninka that are low in clay. This assumption is supported by a clear decrease in the relative contribution of macropores to total water flow at estimated $K_m$ as the soil antecedent moisture content increased (Fig. 6). In the clay soils of Jokioinen, the relative contribution of macropores to total water flow likewise decreased with increasing antecedent moisture content, but to a lesser degree than in the coarser-structured soils. Shrinking and swelling of expansive clay soils due to drying and wetting is known to cause opening and closing of cracks (Lin et al. 1998), but with the short duration of the present experiment and the rather high stability of the clays involved, it is unlikely that notable loss in macroporosity occurred in these soils. The clear increase observed in flow rates with increasing antecedent soil moisture content was likely caused by enhanced film flow along the walls of large air-filled macropores and increased matrix flow (Bouma and Dekker 1978). In dry conditions, infiltration can be governed by preferential flow due to restricted lateral movement of water caused by water repellency of the soil (Bouma and Dekker 1978, Ritsema and Dekker 2000, Jarvis 2007). The effect of water repellency on near-saturated $K(h)$ has been studied in detail by Jarvis et al. (2008).
Earthworm burrows form macropores, the effects of which on soil near-saturated K(h) were observed in the no-till plot in Kotkanoja leaching field. The supply pressure head used was −4, −3, −2, and −1 cm, which according to capillary theory excludes pores of equivalent pore diameter greater than 0.7, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.9 mm, respectively, from the infiltration process. No statistically significant differences were observed for the three lowest supply pressure heads (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6. Near-saturated hydraulic conductivity (K(h)) in fine-textured (JII and KII) and coarser-textured (Pohjoispelto 1 and 2) plots at different supply pressure heads (h; −6, −3, −1 cm) with progressively wetter antecedent soil moisture conditions and estimated proportion of macropore flow. The values are averages of four replicate measurements ± standard deviation.

Fig. 7. Mean estimates of near-saturated hydraulic conductivity (K(h)) measured at earthworm midden and non-midden sites. Error bars denote 95% confidence interval, differences only significant for pressure head (h) = −1 cm. For clarity, overlapping data points are displaced horizontally.
However, for the pressure head of −1 cm, hydraulic conductivity at midden locations was 1.5-fold higher than at non-midden sites. There are several possible explanations for this. Burrows are known to act as biological hotspots supporting elevated faunal abundances (e.g. Stroud et al. 2016) and it is possible that the elevated faunal activity in the surroundings of dew worm burrows increased soil porosity in the millimetre size range. Another explanation relates to fluctuations in the supply pressure head during measurements around the nominal pressure, due to bubbling (Ankeny et al. 1988). These fluctuations may temporarily allow flow in dew worm burrows. Moreover, earthworm burrows are not perfectly cylindrical capillaries, so they can increasingly contribute to infiltration on becoming wetter without being fully saturated (Tuller et al. 1999, Tuller and Or 2002). Thus film and pulse flow (Tofteng et al. 2002) along burrow walls may contribute to observed differences at high supply pressure head. Jarvis et al. (1987) used dye tracing together with TI and observed that earthworm channels with diameter ranging from 1 to 4 mm were stained only at a pressure head of −0.5 cm but not −2 cm. Cey and Rudolph (2009) also used dye tracers to investigate macropore flow and found that at a pressure head of −0.4 cm, thin film flow occurred in earthworm burrows. These observations suggest that film flow along earthworm burrow walls is a plausible explanation for the difference we observed at a pressure head of −1 cm. In any case, our results show that earthworm burrows may influence the results of TI measurements at high supply pressure heads and that a 20-cm diameter disk is not able to average out this effect. Nuutinen et al. (2017) recently determined the density of earthworm middens at Kotkanoja and found that it was approximately 20 middens m$^{-2}$ close to our measurement site. This density corresponds to approximately 0.6 middens per disk area, making it quite arbitrary whether a randomly selected measurement site would be located above a midden or not. Thus, if TI measurements are performed at a field populated by earthworms, part of the observed variation in $K(h)$ may result from earthworm burrows.

Conclusions

In situ measurements of near-saturated soil hydraulic conductivity ($K(h)$) using the TI technique were performed on fine- and coarser-textured arable topsoils in south-western and central-eastern Finland in three consecutive years. The range of values obtained at the soil surface was 0.02−12.6 mm h$^{-1}$ at −6 cm supply pressure head, 0.30−85.9 mm h$^{-1}$ at −3 cm, and 2.55−250 mm h$^{-1}$ at −1 cm. At −6 cm pressure head, clay soils tended to show lower values than coarser-structured soils, but the order was reversed at −1 cm. Spatial variability in near-saturated $K(h)$ was found to be moderate (CV 2−141%, mean 56%). Presence of earthworm burrows increased flow rates at higher supply pressure heads, i.e. at −1 cm, but temporal variations arising from post-tillage development of soil structure and variations in antecedent soil moisture status exceeded the spatial variation.

Use of the TI technique in this study provided novel information on near-saturated $K(h)$ in the arable mineral soils of Finland. This information can act as a baseline for interpretation and comparison of future measurements and serve in refining pedotransfer functions and in hydrological modeling in general. We suggest that in situ soil hydraulic characterization based on TI measurements be included among the physical indicators in soil quality assessment.
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